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Abstract 
This article describes DĀMOS (Database of Mycenaean at Oslo), the first annotated corpus of all published documents in 
Mycenaean Greek, the oldest attestation (ca. 1450-1150 BCE) of a Greek dialect and the second oldest of an Indo-European 
language. Mycenaean is fragmentarily attested through ca. 5900 administrative documents written in an own syllabic script. The 
particular characteristics of the documentation pose important technical and methodological questions regarding acquisition, 
structuring, storing and annotation of the data. Both problems and solutions presented here can hopefully be of interest for future 
work with other similarly fragmentary documentation, be it Greek, Latin, or other ancient languages. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Mycenaean Greek: language, script and transliteration 
Mycenaean Greek is the oldest attested (ca. 1450-1150 BCE) Ancient Greek dialect, and the second oldest record 
of an Indo-European (IE) language after Hittite. The texts preserved are comprised of inscribed clay tablets (by far 
the majority), nodules, labels, and stirrup jars which have been found in several Mycenaean centres, both on 
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mainland Greece (biggest finds in Pylos, Thebes, Mycenae, Tiryns) and on Crete (biggest find in Knossos). Clay 
tablets, nodules and labels were administrative documents of the palatial bureaucracy, while the function of the 
inscriptions on the jars is still somewhat disputed. The documents found so long amount to ca. 5900, of which about 
5600 still preserve an inscription. The longest tablet consists of 163 words, but the shortest documents (ca. 1000) – 
being so either because of the concise nature of the genre or because of the damages time has inflicted on them – 
preserve to us only one word (this count excludes abbreviations, numeric and logographic signs, which, fortunately, 
often help to give also one word documents a fuller meaning). 
The first tablets were found in the year 1900, but the scientific community has been able to read their content first 
since 1952, year of the decipherment of the script they are written in, which is conventionally called Linear B. This 
is a syllabic script, related to a number of other scripts used in the Aegean area in the period ca. 2000-300 BCE to 
record a number of different languages. Of these scripts, Linear B and the Cypro-syllabic script (used, mostly but 
not only, to write down the local Greek dialect) are the only fully deciphered (with the exception of some less 
frequent Linear B signs). 
The words of the texts are sequences like the following one: , comprised of signs (syllabograms) roughly 
representing phonetic syllables – in our case, the sequence sa-sa-ma (“sesame”). Words are generally divided from 
each other, by an empty space or a little vertical stroke. The information conveyed by the syllabic words is usually 
completed by further elements of the system: single syllabograms used as abbreviations, logographic signs for 
recurring categories of goods (e.g.  “wine”), animals (e.g.  “horse”) and personnel units ( e.g.  “woman”); 
finally, a system of strokes and circles is employed to represent numerals. 
Scholars of Mycenaean make extensive use, in their work, of texts transliterated into roman characters, according 
to a set of conventions called the “Wingspread convention”. This, in turn, is based on the Leiden conventions of 
1931 (which also constitute the base for EpiDoc, the TEI epigraphic standard). According to the Wingspread 
convention, all syllabograms are given a standard syllabic value (e.g. the sign  is assigned the value “sa”) and – if 
they are not abbreviations – they are grouped in words by means of hyphens (sa-sa-ma). Measure units are 
transcribed with a capital letter (  = Z = a dry/liquid measure unit), while the other logograms are transcribed with 
a capitalized abbreviation of their Latin translations ( = VIN(um) = “wine”). Numeric signs are converted into 
Arabic numerals (e.g. ◯ –– | = 111). Finally, epigraphic information about the preservation state of the texts is 
conveyed through the Leiden/Wingspread markup language, so that, for example, the transliterated form da]-ṃọ 
means that what the editor, with some uncertainty (represented in the markup language with the signs “. .”), due to 
its bad preservation state, reads as the syllabogram mo, has a damage on its left ( “]” ) such that it leads her to think 
that it must in fact be the second part of a word (indicated by the linking hyphen “-”), whose first part she (based on 
certain contextual evidence) then reconstructs as “da]”. This gives us an occurrence of the word da-mo = dat. sing. 
/dāmōi/ “community”. While da-mo is the regular form, da-]ṃọ contains a syllable whose reading is uncertain (ṃọ) 
and a syllable which is only conjectured (da-]). 
 
 
Fig. 1. (a) The basic linear B syllabary and its conventional values. (b) Pylos Ta 711: drawing (from Bennett 1955), transcription (already slightly 
modified to be “read” by the computer), phonological transcription and English translation of the first sentence.  
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1.2. The linguistic reality behind the syllabic signs and its challenges 
The phonetic-phonological and morphological reality of the language of the tablet is thus preserved to us through 
the syllabic words, grouped sequences of syllabic signs, which, fortunately for the linguist, constitute the largest 
portions of our texts. Unfortunately, though, Linear B is not a very precise and well-suited system for rendering the 
linguistic reality of Mycenaean Greek (this does not mean, of course, that it did not work efficiently for the purpose 
of record keeping, done by people who did know the language thus coded). 
First, the linear B syllabary has only signs for open syllables, like A = a or  = ka, so when it comes to rendering 
final consonants or consonantal groups, either it just ignores them ( = pa-te = /pantes/ “all”) or, for certain 
(positions of) consonantal groups it employs either a “mute” vowel ( = ta-ra-nu = /thrānus/ “stole”) or one of a 
set of special signs (e.g.  = pte). The first two strategies can also be seen in  = ta-to-mo = /stathmos/ “stable”. 
These last two examples well illustrate another shortcoming of the system, namely that it is not provided of distinct 
signs for distinguishing phonemes contrasting for voice (with one exception, see below) or aspiration. Thus, the 
series of signs that we conventionally transcribe with the velar unvoiced unaspirated plosive /k-/: (    ) as 
ka, ke, ki, ko, ku, can also represent the velar unvoiced aspirated plosive series: /kha/, /khe/, /khi/, /kho/, /khu/ and the 
velar voiced unaspirated plosive series /ga/, /ge/, /gi/, /go/, /gu/. The same relation holds for the “p-” syllabogram 
series and the labial plosives phonological series (/p-/, /ph-/, /b-/). The exception is represented by the voiced 
unaspirated plosive /d-/, represented by dedicated signs (da, de, di, do, du), reducing the ambiguity of the series ta, 
te, ti, to, tu only to two possible values for the first consonant: /t-/ vs. /th-/. Finally, there is only one series of signs 
(    ) for syllables containing /r/ and /l/, conventionally transcribed with ra, re, ri, ro, ru (thus: pu-ro = 
/pulos/, “Pylos” vs. po-ro = /pōlos/, “foal”) and, as we can see from the last example, no way to indicate vowel – or 
consonantal – length (as a general reference work on Mycenaean see Duhoux & Morpurgo Davies 2008-2014). 
When considering these shortcomings of the script against the phono-morphological structure of Ancient Greek 
(numerous consonantal groups, highly inflective, fusive, morphology, with endings often distinguished by the final 
consonant  and/or vowel length, like in masc. nom. sing. /korwos/ vs. masc. gen. plur. /korwōn/ vs. masc. acc. sing. 
/korwon/, all written  = ko-wo “boy”) one can clearly see the challenges that lie in the interpretation of such 
linguistic material. 
1.3.  Resources for the understanding Mycenaean and rationale for building an electronic corpus  
Fortunately, our documentation is not always so ungenerous, and it provides us also with better cases, like neutr. 
nom/acc. sing. pa-wo = /pharwos/ (“piece of cloth”) vs. neutr. nom/acc. sing. pa-we-a /pharweha/ or pres. ind. 3p. 
sing. e-ke /hekhei/, “s/he has” vs. pres. ind. 3p. plur. e-ko-si /hekhonsi/, “they have”. Moreover, context and 
intertextual comparison obviously offer an invaluable help, at the level both of textual restoration and of linguistic 
interpretation. It is context that allows us to know that of the occurrences of the word transcribed as pa-te, some 
have to be interpreted as /patēr/, “father”, and some as /pantes/ “all”, despite the sometimes quite high number of 
theoretically possible readings that the script rules can generate. 
All this, however, would not be enough without the fundamental aid of the later Ancient Greek documentation 
and, on the other side, of the reconstructed picture of the IE proto-language that more than two centuries of 
comparative linguistics scholarship have delivered to us. It is the net of deductions and implications that lies 
stretched between these two temporal poles, that allows us to formulate well founded hypotheses about the 
Mycenaean dialect, a powerful grid that makes it possible for us to interpret quite scanty data in a meaningful way. 
It is, for example, the combination of these constraints (our hypotheses based on later Greek and the comparative 
evidence of the other IE languages) with the data from our texts that forces us to conclude that Mycenaean could 
plausibly not have had only one series of velar plosives, but it must be the script which is deficient in that respect. 
Finally, a resource of primary importance for the interpretation of the Linear B texts (and to understand their role 
within the palatial administration) is represented by their larger, also extratextual context: all the metadata about the 
palaeographical identification of scribal hands, the chronology of the documents, their archaeological context.  
The work on the Mycenaean Greek documents has thus always been done in the spirit of the often quoted 
sentence of William Labov, who wrote that “[h]istorical linguistics can [...] be thought of as the art of making the 
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best use of bad data” (Labov, 1994: 11). There are, however, many questions still unsettled, about the writing 
system (for example, as already mentioned, some few less frequent signs are still undeciphered, and not all the 
tablets have been assigned to a hand), the language (e.g. the exact number and functions of the nominal cases), the 
content (many words have not yet received a satisfying interpretation), and aspects of the wider picture the Linear B 
documentation delivers to us of the world which has produced them. 
An annotated electronic corpus, and the consequent corpus linguistics approach, I believe, can help making an 
even better use of our bad data (Campos 2012: 103 and passim). If the linguistic interpretation of a given 
phenomenon (e.g. the expression of spatial relations) can, indeed, depend on competing variants of a net of 
hypotheses and implications, built by crossing all the various kinds of data discussed above, it is then also crucial 
that one be able to test and compare the different possible linguistic interpretations, by varying the value of certain 
(sets of) analyses and metadata. This is exactly what an annotated corpus enables to do in an easy and fast way: to 
cross data by performing complex database queries. It also allows these queries, which embody hypotheses or nets 
of hypotheses, to be stored and this, in turn, makes it possible for other scholars to easily replicate the queries and 
test the results of previous research, in order to confute or build further on them. 
Here I would also like to remark that, even if the linguistic investigation of Mycenaean has been the initial 
catalyst of the present project and it does constitute its core, the design and architecture of the corpus are also a 
consequence of the intent of creating a resource that can be useful for a broad range of scholars, both specialists and 
non-specialists with an interest in the Mycenaean documentation. Employment of the database in teaching and 
dissemination have, too, been two aspects we clearly kept in mind in the projecting and building process. This 
broader scope is also one of the reasons why we are also entering a translation for each lemma. 
2. Building an electronic corpus of Mycenaean 
2.1. Design and architecture 
In the case of fragmentarily attested language with ca. 5900 documents, the choice of the texts is not particularly 
difficult, you just take them all and hope to get more in the future from archaeological excavations. A more 
important set of design choices regards the extent of metadata, textual markup and annotation one wants to enrich 
her data with.2 As we have seen above, it is quite fundamental for a (useful) database of Mycenaean to include as 
comprehensive and analytical information as possible. The choice to use a relational database as a structuring and 
storage system turned out to be the right choice in order to deal with the relatively complex datasets required by 
Mycenaean scholarship.3 The key feature of its structure, at least for our purposes, is its modularity: different 
information is stored in a series of tables linked through a shared column (foreign key). DĀMOS has thus a table for 
the content of the texts, stored in one column, and their attributes (chronology, find spot, etc.) stored in other 
columns of the same table. The latter is then linked to another table containing all the sentences and their attributes, 
which is in turn linked to the word table, and so on. This structure can then easily be accessed, modified and 
searched through a relational database management system (RDBMS), in our case MySQL Workbench (non 
proprietary), which communicates with the database through a version of the standard query language SQL 
(Structured Query Language). The point here is that, on one side, this structure permits to the creator to store a very 
rich annotation on many different (connected) levels, without this affecting the speed of the searches, and – crucial 
for an efficient architecture – it allows to add a theoretically infinite number of levels of annotation. In this way we 
have been able to add annotation levels, or re-modulate existing ones, in the course of the building process. This is 
also what allows us to think of DĀMOS in terms of an open project, easily expandable by addition, for example, of 
prosopographic data (Landenius Enegren 2008; Nakassis 2102) and more detailed archaeological data. 
 
 
2 It is interesting to notice that what McEnery & Hardie (2013: 31) write about the annotation of a corpus: (“We cannot say that the corpus 
contains new information”, because “what a linguistic analysis [...] does is to make explicit information that is there implicitly in the data”) might 
be said not to hold for cases like ours, where the annotation, actually, often adds information which is not anymore known to the modern reader. 
3 The other possibility would have been to store the data as annotated XML files. See Davies (2005) for a convincing list of advantages of 
using a relational database, with a quite detailed discussion of the points touched upon further in this paragraph. 
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2.2. Preprocessing and import of epigraphical information and metadata 
The first thing we needed was, of course, the texts in a digital format. We were fortunate enough to get Microsoft 
Word files, reproducing the standard paper editions, of ca. 90% of the published texts from J. Tischler at the TITUS 
Project, to which we are, therefore, extremely thankful. The rest had to be digitized. We used a combination of OCR 
and manual correction (there exist, not surprisingly, no OCR software able to recognize Mycenaean) and direct 
keyboarding. This was also the phase in which we added some important markup features that the digital versions 
we had lacked, compared with the paper editions. The next step was to bring the texts, now corresponding to 
standard editions, up to date. For, after the publication of a standard edition, new findings, new readings of the 
uncertain parts of the texts and, especially, new joins of pieces previously published as different texts, continue to 
appear, and these needed be integrated. Especially in the case of the site of Pylos – the last standard edition is 
Bennett & Olivier (1973-1976) – this has been a major task, producing what – while it can by no means be 
compared with an original new edition – is currently the only publicly available completely updated version of the 
Pylos texts (ca. 1000 documents), based on published work (but J. L. Melena has recently widely distributed a draft 
of his forthcoming new edition.). After this (at least from a theoretical point of view, the processes were in fact quite 
interlaced) it was the turn of semi-automatic (through Microsoft Word) modification of the texts in order for them to 
be “read” by the computer. Given the decision of importing them into a relational database we did not need to 
annotate them before, but we did want to exploit the markup language already present in the texts, the Wingspread 
convention, to automatically extract the crucial epigraphical information and metadata it encodes. We also wanted to 
break down our texts into hierarchically connected smaller text levels (site, texts, lines, words, syllabograms) and 
store the relevant epigraphical and metadata information in as many tables as text levels (for example hand 
attribution has been connected with the syllabogram level, since there are few cases where different syllabograms, in 
the same word, have been written by different hands). In order to do this we needed, on one side, to write an import 
program (in PHP) able to “read” the Wingspread convention and, on the other side, to slightly modify this latter in 
order to make it unambiguous. The resulting import script is a powerful tool to extract information from 
transliterated epigraphical texts, and could be, with some modification, usefully employed in similar work with – in 
the first place – the other Aegean scripts, but also with other Greek or Roman epigraphical material, or even similar 
material from other ancient languages (e.g. Hittite). The result of this first phase was a corpus with a rich 
epigraphical and metadata annotation for every text level. 
2.3. Post-processing and linguistic annotation: normalization/lemmatization levels 
Like most epigraphical sources, Mycenaean texts typically present, in standard editions, doublets or triplets (etc.), 
of the kind da-ṃọ vs. da-]-mo vs. da-mo, all representing the same word form, but with different epigraphical state. 
A first normalization process is then needed, which, by creating an additional and connected form without the 
markup signs, which corresponds to the non damaged, “regular” form (in this case da-mo), will make all the forms 
available for retrieval through searches of the regular form. The word list thus obtained is a list of what we could 
call “scribal lemmata”, i.e. word types as they were inscribed by the writers, independently from their present 
appearance due to events external to the scribal praxis (e.g. the destruction of the palaces or the corrections of 
modern scholars). A second lemmatization that we have performed on our texts individuates the epigraphical form 
of “linguistic words”, grouping them in “linguistic/epigraphic lemmata”. An example will make the concept clearer: 
the enclitic conjunction /kwe/, is always rendered with the sign qe attached to the preceding word, like in e-ke-qe 
(/hekhei kwe/ “and s/he has”). This second normalization individuates as a word type all occurrences of -qe. Further, 
words which can either occur alone or in combination with a preceding (e.g. o-u “not”) or following word (e.g. -qe), 
like -di-do-si /didonsi/, “they give” – split by the second normalization process from o-u-di-do-si /ou didonsi/, “they 
do not give” – are lemmatized, in a third level of normalization, by being connected to a common, unbound, form 
(di-do-si). The same normalization level is used to join what one has reason to think were compound words even 
though written separately by the Mycenaean writer (e.g. a-pu , ke-ka-u-me-no > a-pu-ke-ka-u-me-no 
/apukekaumenos/ “burnt down”). With the fourth level of lemmatization, we fully enter the domain of the linguistic 
reality, the target of the linguistic annotation. At this level, for each word a phonological transcription is provided, 
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while moving to the fifth level, the word is assigned to a, this time linguistically meant, Mycenaean lemma. Further 
lemmatization levels include the assignment to a correspondent Classical (Attic) Greek form, a dialectal form (when 
closer to the Mycenaean form), a Classical (Attic) Greek lemma and an IE root, when reconstructable (see Table 1). 
Every lemmatization level structures the data in such a way to provide various access points to the searching of 
the information, so that, e.g., it can be possible to look up the Mycenaean occurrences of a certain IE root or see a 
list of the inherited Mycenaean vocabulary. 
The first lemmatization has been performed automatically through the PHP import program, the other levels are 
been taken care of manually. 
Table 1. Normalization/lemmatization levels 
Occurrence 1 Norm. 2 Norm. 3Norm. Myc. form Myc. lemma Att. form Att. lemma Dial. IE root 
da-ṃọ-de da-mo-de da-mo- da-mo dāmōi dāmos δήμωι δῆμος  δᾱμωι (Doric) deh2-mo 
2.4. Linguistic annotation 
Before describing the rest of the linguistic annotation, I would like to explicit some methodological assumptions 
underlying the structure of the database. Our approach in building it has been to distinguish two dimensions in the 
storing and analysis of the texts, which I will here call an “epigraphical” and a “linguistic” dimension. The first 
dimension considers the text as an epigraphical product, made up of lines, words, syllabograms, various kinds of 
logograms and word dividers. The second dimension considers the linguistic interpretation of the text, which is then 
made up of sentences, phonological words and syllables. This reflects a distinction that, I believe, is essential to 
keep in mind for a language whose writing system is not fully successful in rendering the phonological and 
morphological reality it stands for, and, in addition, is often preserved through fragmentary forms, which need to be 
assigned epigraphical attributes. 
This dualism helps approaching the texts from two different sides: on one hand, as physical products of a given 
administrative and writing practice, undergone the effect of time, on the other, as linguistic products of a given 
language community – of course keeping in mind the crucial possibility to cross the data from the two dimensions. 
This distinction is also reflected in the difference between the import and the annotation process. The linguistic texts 
do not actually exist as such before being annotated: they are rebuilt (and annotated) into sentences and texts, 
starting from the linguistic word, created by the annotator as the first step of the annotation process. What I call here 
a “linguistic word” is a phonological transcription (already mentioned above as a part of the 
normalization/lemmatization process) of a given occurrence of a certain epigraphical word. The “linguistic word” 
level becomes then the central node of the database, constituting also the most richly annotated database table. Here 
– in addition to the aforementioned lexical and historical-comparative information pertaining to the lemmatization 
process – morphological, syntactic and semantic information is entered: each word, after being assigned to a part of 
speech (POS) category, is richly tagged for inflectional (tempus/aspect, mood, diathesis, gender, number, case, etc.) 
and derivational morphology (stem formation, components) and semantics (lexical class, etc.). The syntax, at this 
level is limited to case function and argument structure. 
Table 2. Part of the annotation of the verb form pe-re 
Epigr.  Myc. Myc. Lemma Att. Lemma Att. form POS Mood TA Voice P. Stem Transl. IE root 
pe-re pherei *pherō φέρω φέρει V ind pres act 3 e/o “bring” *bher-  
 
2.5. A Mycenaean bush-bank 
The second level of linguistic annotation is the annotation of syntactic dependencies between words. Dependency 
annotation (opposed to constituency) has come to be regarded as better suited (cfr. Evans & Levinson 2009: 440) in 
general for languages with free(r) word order like the Ancient Greek dialects, and it is the solution used by projects 
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such as the Ancient Greek and Latin dependency treebanks (Bamman & Crane 2011) and the PROIEL Treebank of 
IE languages (Haug & Løhndal 2008). In the case of a documentation like ours, anyway, which is both fragmentary 
in number and preservation state, and concise and elliptic in form, the choice between dependency and constituency 
is not so determinant. Of the ca. 5600 preserved texts, only 395 (these data need to be approximative, since for some 
few forms there is no consensus about their interpretation as verbs) contain verbal forms and 251 contain finite 
forms, (since there can be more verbs in a text, the total occurrences of verbal forms are 814, of which 453 are finite 
verbs). Rather than a treebank, then, I would call what one can gather from the Mycenaean landscape a rather low-
grown bush-bank. For this level of annotation we are, however, still in a phase of development and testing. 
2.6. Annotation strategies and tools 
As already mentioned, while the epigraphical annotation has mostly been carried out automatically, the linguistic 
annotation is mainly being done manually. Considered the not very large dimensions of the corpus, this is feasible, 
though nevertheless still very time consuming (especially considered the possibility of entering different hypotheses 
for each linguistic unity, see further 2.7). In order to reduce the time needed, we devised an annotation strategy 
which exploits the possibility of establishing semi-automatic processes offered by the relational database structure. 
Two are the main annotation strategies, which we could perhaps label “horizontal” (or “syntagmatic”) and “vertical” 
(or “paradigmatic”), corresponding to two different working environments. The first working space is a Microsoft 
Access (a proprietary RDBMS) based interface which we created ad hoc for our annotation work. This is the 
“horizontal” one. It has three modules (windows), corresponding to the three levels of annotation: epigraphical, 
morpho-syntactic (word level), syntactic. In the word annotation module (fig. 2) – the core of the annotation system 
– data otherwise scattered in the different tables of the database  (e.g. text and line context, epigraphical word form), 
are gathered on the screen in a user-friendly way, providing the annotator all the information necessary to work 
sequentially with one text per time, annotating word per word. It is, of course, possible to jump back and forth 
through texts and words, but the annotation always regards one word per time. A relevant feature is the “copy from” 
functionality: after the annotator enters the normalized form which I have previously referred to as “scribal lemma”, 
a menu window can be opened with a click, which shows whether the same form has been annotated before, 
enabling the annotator to choose, among all the analysis types already entered for that scribal lemma, the right one – 
or the closest one, for which she might have to change just a couple of attributes. This, as we will see better when 
dealing with the next annotation strategy, is a way to cope with, and make a virtue of, one characteristic feature of 
our texts, namely the frequent recurrence of certain word forms, favoured by the nature of the content, but highly 
enhanced by the conventions of the script which merges different linguistic word forms in one epigraphical form. 
The syntactic module is where dependency relations are built and annotated. This happens through a menu 
window which allows to select already annotated word forms and establish a dependency relation between them by 
assigning the role of head and dependent(s). Based on the same “fish from the menu window the relevant bricks”-
principle we have actually also prototyped a clause and a sentence module, which we are experimenting as an 
alternative/complement to the dependency module just described. 
 Finally, the epigraphical module, which gathers all the data imported automatically at the beginning of the 
processing phase, is very useful for data review, correction and updating. 
The second annotation strategy is implemented through MySQL Workbench, with which one can efficiently 
retrieve, alter and add data through queries formulated in SQL. With Workbench one can gain direct access to the 
“bare” structure of the database, the interconnected tables in which the data are distributed. This is the “vertical 
strategy”, because in this way the same field(s) (let’s say the one where the value of tempus/aspect is stored) of a 
table can be modified for multiple rows (let’s say the different occurrences of a subgroup of verbs) across texts and 
collections. This can, of course, be done manually in the relevant table, but, although this can turn out to be very 
handy for small sized repetitive changes like, say, that of the value of one or two fields for fifteen records, the full 
potential of the strategy is exploited when using SQL queries and subqueries. This is best illustrated with a couple of 
examples. So, if one knows from Diccionario Micénico (Aura Jorro 1993-1999, the standard reference dictionary) 
that the scribal lemma e-ke stands without exception for the ind. pres. 3p. sing. ind. /hekhei/, “s/he has”, then she can 
simply annotate all the 273 occurrences of this form with a quite simple query. But what about occurrences of verbs 
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like e-ke-qe or jo-di-do-si, which have an enclitic word (-qe) and a proclitic one, the adverb (or pronoun? its value is 
still disputed) form jo- ? These can also be captured by the query, if we indicate the object of the annotation with a 
regular expression like the following: ^(j?o-u?-?)?-?e-ke(-qe|-de)?$ which means: “find and annotate the form e-ke, 
also in case it is joined together to one of these enclitics (-qe, -de /de/ “but”) or one of these proclitics (o-u-, jo-). So 
this is where the repetitive nature of the genre and the shortcomings of the script can really be made a virtue of. 
This strategy can also be turned into a heuristic method based on subsequent refinement of the annotation. For 
example, the existence of a separate – from the dative – instrumental case in the singular is still a disputed issue. 
One can then decide to annotate all the putative occurrences of the instrumental and test the plausibility of this 
analysis against other data in the database. In a second time, if this hypothesis proves to be wrong, the annotation of 
all the putative instrumental occurrences can, with a simple query, be turned into “dative”. 
However, in order to deal with such competing interpretations and hypotheses based or dependent on them, 
without necessarily being forced to definitively choose one of them (some new data might turn out which make 
previously highly speculative hypotheses more plausible), we have designed a better and more comprehensive 
feature, which I will address in the next paragraph. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Access-based annotation interface for the word annotation level. In evidence the “copy from” functionality. 
2.7. Multiple value annotation and its internal structuring 
Probably the most original feature of DĀMOS is that it allows for multiple analyses of a given linguistic unity to 
be stored and retrieved. Thus, for example, different hypotheses for the meaning or the grammatical value (e.g. case) 
of a word can be entered and ranged according to a set of criteria (e.g. scholarly consensus). This feature, I believe, 
is essential for corpus linguistics work with a material like the Mycenaean, for which we have seen that script 
ambiguities and scant texts make interpretations often uncertain and dependent on context and intertextual 
comparison. If the linguistic interpretation of a given phenomenon (e.g. the expression of spatial relations in 
Mycenaean) can thus depend on the choice among competing variants of a net of hypotheses (the hypothesized 
number of cases, the hypothesized phonemic value of certain graphemes, etc.) and implications, it is then 
fundamental, in performing complex database queries, to have the possibility of testing and comparing the various 
possible linguistic interpretations by changing the value of given (sets of) analyses. 
How is this feature concretely implemented? The core of the solution lies in the dual architecture of the database. 
Since the concrete occurrences of epigraphical words are stored in one table and only linked to, but distinguished 
from, their phonological transcriptions (the linguistic words) and related analyses, nothing prevents us from creating 
multiple phonological transcriptions (and/or analyses) and connecting them to one and the same epigraphical word. 
This analytical manifoldness, though, for being useful at all, needs to be organized in a meaningful way. To this end 
we have devised a system, that we are currently testing in the annotation of verbs: every alternative analysis (as a 
whole) is assigned a value for the following attributes: Criterion, Consensus and Rank. Possible Criterion values are: 
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“context”, “morphological” and “syntactic”, and they refer to the decisive criterion on which the analysis is 
proposed. 
Consensus refers to the grade of certainty and agreement about a certain analysis found in the scholarly literature, 
on a scale from 0 to 3, where 0 indicates tentative individual interpretations scarcely confirmed or followed by 
others, 1 represents either a very uncertain or a minority hypothesis, 2 either a strong or a majority hypothesis, 3 
wide consensus. The values, if not otherwise indicated in a dedicated comment field, heavily rely on the careful and 
systematical evaluations found in Diccionario Micénico. If, in some cases, more than one hypothesis shares the 
same consensus/certainty status, numerical values can be further specified by capital letters (e.g. 2A, 2B) in order to 
indicate equally probable theories. In the case (frequent, as we have seen, with the conjunction -qe) of an 
epigraphical word which needs to be split in two linguistic words – thus not being competing analyses but rather the 
occurrence in the same epigraphic word of two distinct linguistic different realities – each of these receives the 
appropriate Consensus value, further specified by a lower-case letter (e.g. 1a, 1b, 1c, etc.). 
Rank works in the same way as Consensus, but it refers to the personal preference (obviously also building on the 
value of Criterion and Consensus) of the annotator – and, in a further development step, of the single user within her 
own web account. A similar but simpler (given the smaller amount and, most of all, the lesser degree of speculation 
involved in the formulation of the hypotheses) system to account for and organize the variety of possible readings of 
an epigraphical form, is also under implementation, built on the distinction between the concrete occurrence of an 
epigraphical word and its possible alternative reading(s). 
2.8. Data retrieval and publication online 
One of the most important short-term goals of our project is to make freely accessible online (see next paragraph 
for a description of the current web interface) all the data, metadata and annotation stored in the database, offering a 
wide range of access points and ready-made complex queries available for searches. Ultimately, users should be put 
in the condition to make their own account, where they can (at least partially) customize the data, create their own 
sub-corpora and save queries. 
Nonetheless, at the moment, the best way to retrieve the data and to perform complex queries is through MySQL 
Workbench. Tables 3, 4 and 5 show the results of three simple enquiries and give an idea of the potential of data 
retrieval and crossing which lies in the structure of the database, already at this stage of the annotation process. 
They, not surprisingly, do not give an answer about any of the unsettled issues in Mycenaean studies, but they might 
already give some hint on possible interesting patterns to investigate further, especially once the linguistic 
annotation is completed. Work on Mycenaean is always going to require a qualitative study of the linguistic data, 
but what I believe DĀMOS can provide is an invaluable quantitative basis to it.  
2.9. Current online version 
In its first version, DĀMOS' freely accessible web interface (https://www2.hf.uio.no/damos/) has two modules, 
corresponding to two different windows, the text browsing environment and the word search window. 
Texts browsing can be done by selecting, through a filter, sub-portions of the corpus, delimitating them by site, 
scribal hand, or other classificatory criteria (series, subseries, set; chronology and find place are to be implemented 
soon). A special column in the filter is the one that lists up all previously independent (fragments of) tablets which 
have now been joined to others. These, if selected, redirect to the document they are now part of. This is an 
extremely useful feature when working with older literature or when, like the aforementioned case of Pylos, the 
number of joins not present in the standard edition, but included in DĀMOS’ updated texts, is in the hundreds. The 
texts belonging to the selected sub-corpus are shown one by one, together with metadata (also the ones not yet 
directly available for searches online, like chronology, find spot within the site and the museum or private collection 
where a given document is preserved) and a basic bibliography, with page references to some major commented 
anthologies and standard works. It is possible, though, to open the single documents in a pop-up window, enabling 
thus visualization, and thus comparison, of more documents at the same time. This works also as a mechanism for 
saving – for later reading and comparison – a personal sub-corpus of documents. 
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The word search page presently supports simple word searches (normalized and non-normalized, “beginning 
with”, “ending with”) and more advanced ones, by enabling the user to employ regular expressions in the search 
field. The results are grouped by epigraphical (non-normalized) forms and shown within their line context. The text 
context of every result is also available, either by clicking on a link to open a pop-up window, or, for a rapid, smaller 
scale visualization, by holding the cursor on the small magnifying glass-icon placed at the right of each result row. 
A word search can also be performed on a sub-corpus, by selecting it through the filter in the browsing page and 
then clicking on “search with this filter”. 
Table 3. Distribution of the occurrences of the 3rd decl. instr. pl. in space and time       Table 4. Syllabograms most frequently used as logograms 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 5. Alternation of the preposition /epi/ vs. /opi/ at Pylos 
Site Table number Series Subseries Writer Preposition 
Pylos 613 E p 1 epi 
Pylos 2 U n 1 epi 
Pylos 842 E b 41 epi 
Pylos 489 A e 42 opi 
Pylos 134 A e 42 opi 
Pylos 108 A e 42 opi 
Pylos 26 A e 42 opi 
3. Conclusions and future developments 
With this paper I hope to have shown the rationale behind the building of an annotated electronic corpus of 
Mycenaean Greek and to have well illustrated its relatively complex architecture, accounting for the choices taken in 
the process and showing their methodological relevance and, at times, heuristic value. 
Finally, I would just like to point at the future possibility, and convenience, of linking our data to closely related 
digital resources, like the web version of the second edition of Diccionario Micénico (to appear, but a general index 
is already online) the online version of the Corpus of Minoan and Mycenaean Seals (Förtsch et al. 1958-), LiBER 
(Del Freo & Di Filippo 2013-), Minoan Linear A & Mycenaean Linear B (Raymoure 2012-), Bronze Age 
archaeological databases and the Perseus Digital Library. 
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Site Aegean Chronology Frequency Occurrences 
Knossos LM IIIA2-late? 2.3612 367 
 LM IIIA2-early? 0.3667 57 
 LM IIIA1? 0.1544 24 
Pylos LH IIIB2/LH IIIC 5.6424 877 
Thebes LH IIIB:2 0.0901 14 
Logogram Number Percentage % 
SA 152 15.2457 
ZE 146 14.6439 
DA 120 12.0361 
O 85 8.5256 
NI 75 7.5226 
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